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ABSTRACT: In the paper the review of achievements of nanoindustry is carried out: the use of nanosilica as an additive that improves
the fire and thermal resistance of cementitious composites; a welding filler reinforced with nanoparticles for aerospace structures;
smart, mobile and autonomous station for collecting and accumulating solar and electric energy; materials authentication with the
use of nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy, etc.
Areas of application, economic effect and social significance of projects developed in different countries are given. For example,
researchers and developers at Ben-Gurion University in the Negev, Israel and Ulyanovsk state technical University, Russia have
jointly created a device in the field of alternative energy that allows you to collect and store solar and electric energy for later use.
The device has a unique smart system of protection against voltage interruptions and overheating due to the controller devices and
software. Also, the device has a number of innovative engineering solutions to reduce the temperature of the heated elements of
the device, increase protection from dust and moisture. All this together is a unique solution different from the existing solutions
capable of generating and storing solar energy for a long time (up to 10 years).
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decreased thermal conductivity of cement-based composites [4–5]. This results in increased resistance to elevated
temperature as material retains high residual strength and
is less susceptible to cracking [5–7].
Another approach suggested by researchers is to improve the properties of cement admixtures and additives
by coating them with nano-SiO2 via sol-gel process [8].
Nano-SiO2 can be used as a coating material (shell) for
other nanosized admixtures with lower thermal resistance
(i.e. carbon nanotubes). Therefore, increasing the resistance of core material to elevated temperature as well as
improving its binding ability with cement matrix [9, 10].

MAIN PART
The use of nanosilica as an additive improving the fire
and thermal resistance of cementitious composites
Nanomaterials were found to be a suitable admixtures
and additives for decreasing the deterioration of cement
based composites (mortars and concretes) under the thermal exposure. The most common types of nanomaterials
used for this purpose are: nanosilica, carbon nanotubes,
and nanoclays [1]. However, the biggest attention in the
recent years has been paid to nanosilica (nano-SiO2).
Due to high reactivity of nanosilica with cement
stronger, less porous and more durable microstructure
of cementitious composite is produced. In addition, the
bond between cement paste and aggregate particles is
improved [2–3].
As a result of reaction of nano-SiO2 with calcium hydroxide (CH) more calcium silicate hydrate (C–S–H)
gel is produced. In addition, nanosilica contributes to
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A Welding Filler Reinforced with Nanoparticles
for Aerospace Structures (NSF Grant 1345156/ PI:
O.M. Suarez (PI) / University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez)
In the quest for cost-efficient processes for aerospace
structures, a new filler for tungsten inert gas (TIG) weld-
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ing of aluminum structures was developed using nanoparticles as reinforcements.
This aluminum-based nanocomposite becomes an
appealing alternative to commercial aluminium alloy
fillers with lower thermal expansion coefficient and adjustable electrical resistivity to attain reasonable welding
temperatures.
This breakthrough technology is based on years of
development at the University of Puerto Rico of new
aluminum matrix composites reinforced with diboride
particles [11–12].
Further development led to a US patent [13].
This permitted a better understanding of the processing techniques needed to fabricate wires reinforced with
nanoparticles with adjustable electrical resistivity and
melting temperatures without significantly modifying the
chemical composition [14–15].
Nowadays, the developers of these novel fillers are
working on optimization parameters that concern:
a) proper adjustment of the nanoparticle size and distribution in the wire; b) stir melting of the wires’ parent
composite; c) wire annealing and cold working; d) alternative alloying with minor additions of metals forming
solid solutions with aluminum.
One important operation benefit is that no new TIG
welding methods need to be developed, as the fillers are
designed to be interchangeable with competing commercial ones.
Thus, this welding material can raise the standards of
quality tools and infrastructure.
After practical approval the novel filler not only would
meet tight aerospace specifications but also expands the
range of possibilities of new derivative technologies.
In summary, the new material assists in providing
improved operational efficiency in aerospace structure
technology.

of alternative energy that allows you to collect and store
solar and electric energy for later use [16].
This device is an intelligent, mobile and Autonomous
station for collecting and accumulating solar and electric
energy, for use in smart production, smart transport
and smart home. The device is capable of providing an
output voltage of 100–240 V, USB charging with support
for many standards of fast charging, as well as an output
voltage of 12–16 V to the cigarette lighter socket. There
are options for voltage output to various standards of
sockets, including universal. The device has a unique,
smart engineering T-shaped design that can be transformed into a mobile case for transportation and storage
of the device.
The device in the unfolded form has a folding surface
of solar panels on the type of accordion, the number of
panels can be arbitrarily much to improve performance, in
the lower, Central part, under the surfaces of solar panels
is the main body containing all the main components of
the device: batteries of the required capacity, AC inverter,
microcontroller control software, protection controller,
holders, wires, diodes, buttons, switches, output sockets, input connectors, control display, heat dissipation
plates, sensors of orientation, illumination, temperature
and other devices are possible for different versions of the
main device, to achieve maximum output parameters.
The device (Fig. 1) has a unique smart system of protection against voltage interruptions and overheating due to
the controller devices and software, and the device has
a number of innovative engineering solutions to reduce
the temperature of the heated elements of the device, increase protection from dust and moisture. All this together
is a unique solution different from the existing solutions
capable of generating and storing solar energy for a long
time up to 10 years.
Solar panels in the open sun at high ambient temperatures have the properties to heat up to very high temperatures, which is a problem of portable devices containing
solar panels, battery systems, inverters and other electronics necessary for the operation of the device, which also
emit heat during operation. It is necessary to isolate the
contact of the housing and solar panels, to exclude its
heating from direct sunlight and to ensure the removal

Smart, mobile and Autonomous station for collecting
and accumulating solar and electric energy
Researchers and developers at Ben-Gurion University
in the Negev, Israel and Ulyanovsk state technical University, Russia have jointly created a device in the field

Fig. 1. General view of the device
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and dispersion of heat from all components of the system and their continuous temperature control. For these
purposes, the main body of the device is located in the
shade of solar panels, as well as in the body of the device
there is a U-shaped air channel for air circulation, which
reduces the average temperature by 5–10 degrees, as well
as to the walls of the body installed heat dissipation panels
that remove internal heat to the ventilated outer walls
of the body, which reduces the average temperature by
10–15 degrees, thus reducing the risk of overheating of
the system of devices and batteries.
The microcontroller regulates the operation of the
devices and provides a stable and efficient operation of
the system and protection against overheating. Thus, the
set of systems and factors in the complex are interrelated
and allow to achieve the most effective result.

The proposed authentication approach takes advantage of the sensitivity of such NQR spectra to the electric
field gradient (EFG) tensor in the neighborhood of the
quadrupolar nucleus, which in turn is primarily determined by the spatial distribution of valence electrons in
the crystal lattice.
Thus, such spectra are highly sensitive to chemical
composition and physical properties, i.e., act as unique
«chemical signatures» that are difficult to emulate or falsify.
Our work has focused on i) understanding the fundamental physical principles that underlie the generation of
such signatures; and ii) optimizing the sensors, measurement protocols, data analysis methods, and classification
techniques to improve sensitivity and specificity, and thus
the precision with which such signatures can be measured.

Materials authentication using nuclear quadrupole
resonance spectroscopy (NSF Grant 1563688/ SoumyajitMandal, Hope Barkoukis, SwarupBhunia / Case Western
Reserve University, University of Florida)

CONCLUSION
The Editorial Board of the electronic edition «Nanotechnologies in Construction: A Scientific Internet-Journal» invites authors and organizations to publish materials
in the heading «A review of the achievements of nanotechnology». Articles (metadata of articles) take places
in «open access»:
– on the website of the electronic edition «Nanotechnologies in construction: a scientific internet-journal»
http://nanobuild.ru/ru_RU/, next-section «Archive
of numbers»;
– in the full text database of open access scientific journals Open Academic Journals Index (OAJI), http://
oaji.net/journal-detail.html?number=6931;
– on the website of scientific electronic library, http://
elibrary.ru/contents.asp?issueid=1568760;
– in the base of scientific journals Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ),https://doaj.org/, then – search
journal «Nanotehnologii v Stroitelʹstve»;
– in the base of scientific journals ResearchBib, http://
journalseeker.researchbib.com/view/issn/2075-8545;
– on the Internet resource of scientists of all scientific
disciplines ResearchGate, https://www.researchgate.
net/journal/2075-8545_Nanotechnologies_in_Construction;
– in the international scientific base Readera – https://
readera.ru/nanobuildand other.
This allows scientists and specialists around the world
to get acquainted with the materials of the journal for
free and use them in their activities, including quoting
in their articles.

Counterfeit, substandard, and/or contaminated pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, and food items have
emerged as a major worldwide health problem.
High-value items such as packaged medicines, which
are often sold online through untrusted supply chains, are
particularly prone to fraud.
The trade in such illicit medicines is worth tens of
billions of dollars annually, and these products now account for about 20% of all illegal goods seized at national
borders.
This project is developing spectroscopy, data analysis, and machine learning techniques that exploit the
nanoscale structure of materials in the solid state for
authenticating their chemical composition.
The overall goal is to enable users throughout the
supply chain to reliably verify the identity and source of
consumables (medicines, supplements, and food items)
using portable and low-cost devices.
The adoption of such authentication technology is
expected to eventually have a major positive impact on
public health by enhancing the security of the supply
chain for consumables.
About 50% of all the atoms in the periodic table contain so-called quadrupolar nuclei that generate nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectra [17–18].
These include common nuclei such as nitrogen (14N)
and chlorine (35Cl and 37Cl).
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